Plugin Copyright

This wiki plugin inserts a copyright notice based on the copyright property for the page.

Parameters

There are not parameters for this plugin.

Requirements

Before the plugin can work, you'll need to:

1. Go to Control Panels > Features > Experimental (tab) and check Copyright to turn on the copyright feature
2. Go to Control Panels > Copyright and check Wiki or whichever feature you want to display the copyright for
3. For the page you want to display the copyright for, click on Edit to edit the page and then complete the copyright information (title, year, authors) - this is under the Properties tab starting with version 4.
4. See Copyright for more information.

Once above is done, entering ~title~, ~year~, or ~authors~ in the body of the plugin will cause those copyright elements for the page to display. For example, ~title~ will correspond to the title you entered in the 3rd step above, etc.

Example

Let's assume that you've entered the following copyright information for a page:

Title: Tikiwiki Documentation
Year: 2010
Authors: Tikiwiki community

Then using this code on that page:

```
{COPYRIGHT()}~title~ is copyrighted ~year~ by the ~authors~{COPYRIGHT}
```

Would produce:

Tikiwiki Documentation is copyrighted 2010 by the Tikiwiki community

Edit copyrights for HomePage

Related pages

- Copyright Admin page and configuration
- Using Copyright Management